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By this time, even with many favorite*'?ootis on the ration list, most homemakers

have found out that good management and good planning are the key to attractive

and satisfying meals "built around the Basic Seven of healthful eating. But is

there a homemaker who doesn't welcome new ideas for relieving the strain on her

ration hooks, and simplifying that all-important job of meal planning?

Maybe you already know what I'm getting at... hut in case you haven't guessed,

here's the answer; Abuviaz/u foods . You know, the reason rationed foods are

rationed is "because they're not abundant, and so we have to cut down on individual

shares in order to make them go 'round. Naturally, the rationed foods are the ones

we notice most (—maybe that's just human nature—wishing for things that are hard

to get). But in the neanwhile, many of our best foods—best from the standpoint

of eating and of food value—many of these foods are unrationed—and plentiful.

And they're in the stores now, ready to help boost interest in the family meals

without making you cut down one vitamin's worth on the nutritional value of the food

you serve.

How can you know which foods are abundant? When you're at the store, look for

the Victory Food selection , and for foods marked "No-point ,
low-point .

11 The same

foods aren't abundant in all sections of the country, but generally sneaking, here

are the ones you're likely to find very plentiful in your store in the coming few

months:

First, you'll see lots of early new cabbage. . .and think of all the good vitamin

and A you can add to the family meals with green spring cabbage. Potatoes are very

plentiful, so use them in many different ways, and serve them often.
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Then, you'll find plenty of citrus fruits, especially grapefruit, and the smaller

oranges—and no one has to tell you how important it is to have citrus fruits every

day.

Canned green and wax "beans are ration-free, you know, and they're great time

savers... and so adaptable, "because of all the different ways you can season them-

with onion, lemon, curry, nutmeg—to name just a few. Many frozen vegetables are

off the ration list too, and so are frozen baked beans... and you know how convenient

it is to use frozen vegetables.

Another abundant food is spinach—and if you've always cooked it, for a new

taste interest try chopped raw spinach as a salad, with a tart dressing. It's good

"as is" or combined with other raw vegetables. Fresh eggs are coming onto the

market in very large quantities, so use them freouently in meals—each membpr of

the family should have at least 3 or 4 a week, and one a day if possible.

You'll be able to buy plenty of peanut butter, to add variety to soup, salads,

and deserts, as well as for lunchbox sandwiches. Sometime, try stuffing hard-cooked

eggs with a mixture of the yolks, peanut butter, mayonnaise, and a little lemon

juice. Another spread that's abundant is citrus marmalade— it vrill save you points

you'd otherwise spend on jam or jelly. And as for meat, all cuts of pork are plen-

tiful and low in points, and they'll provide good variation for the meat course.

You'll find plenty of cereal products of all kinds in the stores—enriched

bread, breakfast cereals, macaroni, spaghetti, and noodles. .. and many stores now

have a variety of soy products.

And besides all these foods we've been talking about, you may find still others

that are plentiful in your own community due to transportation or crop conditions.

Now isn't that an array of foods to have come to the relief of your ration

books, and your meal-planning ingenuity? And if you're thinking about what these

foods can do for your family in the way of nutrition : not long ago the chief of





the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, Dr. H. C. Sherman, said, "Our best scientific knowledge would justify much

larger than average use of such everyday foods : as potatoes, "bread, peanut "butter...

whenever and wherever these foods are especially abundant.

"

Besides the variety ani nutritional value the abundant foods can give to meals,

they can save you a lot of time on your meal-preparation, too. You won't have to

spend time shopping around to find them, because they'll be easy to get. And almost

all of them are off the ration list—think ho^ that will ease the load on your

ration points.

Looking at it from a broader point of view, homemakers can do their country a

service by using the abundant foods as often as possible, because this will help to

balance the food supply. Another thing—we all know this is no time to wa^te food

—and one way to prevent waste is to use up these foods that are abundant,

'"/hen you stop to think of our huge supplies of these abundant foods, and what

they would mean to the hungry people of Suropeand Asia—and when you realize these

foods are yours, just for the buying—the American housewife seems like a pretty

fortunate person, doesn't she? So next time you're shopping, look for the foods

that are plentiful—the Victory Food selection, and the no-point, lfM«r_point foods.

Plan your meals around them—you'll save time and ration points. . .you'll give your

family good satisfying meals... and you'll be helping make the nation's food supply

do a good job on the home front.
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